
I Got a Little Dirt on my 
Hooves



Introduction

The hard outside of a horse hoof is called keratin. Keratin is the same protein substance 
that makes human fingernails and hair.

The frog on the horse's hoof is the squishy part at the bottom that creates the shape of 
a "v". That part of the horse absorbs shock when the horse takes a step, and it helps 
pump blood through the leg while walking.

The substance that gets stuck the most in a horse hoof is mud. If the mud is not cleaned 
out of the hooves it can cause problems for the horse including loose shoes, tender feet, 
and infections.

The hoof has a ton of different functions that you probably did not know about! One of 
them is that they are built to keep thousand-pound animals standing.

You should pick a horse's hoof daily to keep the hoof clean and free from infection.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://lietuvai.lt/wiki/Arklys
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Introduction 
Continued

Horse Arenas are areas that you can ride your horse in circles, or you can put barrels in them so 
you can practice riding around barrels. The horse arena ground is made from sand, wood 
products, rubber, stone dust, topsoil, manure, and bedding mixture.

The dry pen is an area that horses can hang out and get exercise on their own. The dry pen 
ground is made from just dirt or sand. The sand can be hard on their hooves so it is not the best 

area to ride the horse in.



Question & 
Hypothesis

Question: What type of ground will collect more dirt 
and debris in horse hooves running the same 
number of laps in an arena versus a dry pen?

Hypothesis: After researching horse hooves and 
types of ground, my theory is that the arena will 
collect more debris in the hooves because of the 
different material the arena dirt is made out of. I 
think that the sand and dirt in the dry pen will knock 
off of the horse's hooves while running or walking 
and in the arena, it will stick more to the hoof.



Materials

• 1 horse

• Horse Arena

• Dry Pen

• 1 Hoof Pick to pick dirt from hooves

• Saddle to ride horse

• Sandwich Bags

• Sharpie to mark sandwich bags

• Measuring cup to measure dirt

• Computer

Hoof Pick



Procedure

1. Gather all materials

2. Label sandwich bags with which type of ground (ex: 
Smokey, arena)

2. Saddle up horse

3. Clean horse hooves and put shoes on

4. Ride horse around the arena for 4 laps, then pick 
hooves and collect in sandwich bags.

5. Repeat step 4 in dry pen.

6. Measure each sandwich bag with the contents of the 
different grounds and record results.



Results and Data Visualization
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Discussion and 
Interpretation

The results conclude that the ground that collected the most 
dirt was the arena which collected 3 teaspoons of a mixture 
of the arena ground. The dry pen only collected 1 teaspoon. I 
think the arena collected the most debris because it was 
thicker ground than in the dry pen. It also had more collected 
because it had different things in it that could stick up more in 
the horse's hooves.



Discussion and 
Interpretation

My hypothesis was correct because the outcome of the experiment turned out to be the same as 
what I predicted. From this experiment I learned how important it is to clean out horse hooves. I 
also learned how the arena and dry pen are very different from each other. I learned how to 
saddle a horse and lots of other things about the horse itself while doing research and just from 
the experience. I could have done better in this project by walking the horse in the arena and the 
dry pen because that may have changed things. I also could have made this project better by 
having the horse walk around on more types of ground then just the arena and the dry pen.



Implications and ideas 
for future research
I could have taken more samples and done this project on days that 
have different weather. I could have done better in this project by 
walking the horse in the arena and the dry pen because that may 
have changed things. I also could have made this project better 
by having the horse walk around on more types of ground then just 
the arena and the dry pen. I then could have used different types of 
horses such as a miniature horse. If I did all of those things, I 
might have enough data to help horse owners know what different 
types of dirt will stick less in the horse's hooves. If they chose to put 
that dirt in the pen, they might have to clean out the horse's hooves 
out less often.
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